The Light Path
Lecture #9 of Year Three

The Light Beings Speak

I ask the divine light guide us and protect us. I call forth the beings of light and love, truth and wisdom.
And I ask now that all that we need for the divine enfoldment of our souls, on all levels of our existence,
manifest peacefully and lovingly.

The journey of the soul back to the energy of the spirit has many expressions in all the worlds of
form and thought and energy and light. Many of you have this simplistic concept that if you just
heal your childhoods, line up your chakras, set your thoughts clear and balance your aura, all will
be right with the world, and, especially, your own path to enlightenment.
In this time of nature’s darkness before her rebirth, you must not forget your own light. You are
energy. Not just bearers of energy, but energy itself. Do not forget that your bodies are pure energy
in dense form; there is no difference. We say that, as we feel all of you bearing down under the
pressure of denseness. Remember, you are light. You do not create light, you are IT. However, you
can create darkness, and we caution you not to do this.
Earth is slower now in this time of hibernation before rebirth. She is gathering energy from all of
your energy so it is important to remember that you are made of energy and therefore have enough
to give, to “spare” as it were. Earth needs you just as you need her. She is your energy source, and
she relies upon your energy for her source, too.
Call forth your guides and highest beings. Bring down the extra energy you need. Open your
crown chakras and accept more light and love. Love creates boundless energy. To accept more
love is to accept more energy – to help Earth regenerate her season of rebirth and renewed spirit.
We are available to help you. If you feel your denseness “hinders” you, call upon your Highest
selves, the selves you picture without body, just pure light. Ask It (you) to accept more energy.
Like a child who has made the jump from seeing the letters to reading her first book, proclaiming
that she now knows everything because she reads, you need to keep learning to access the more
advanced lessons. Have patience and keep learning.
Yes, indeed, all of those above things are very important, and we are here to encourage you, to
inspire you to see yourselves as fluid beings of light, constantly integrating various levels of
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consciousness and energy, and disintegrating those levels, actions and forms that no longer serve
the spirit. You are an ever-changing instrument of soul, tool of the spiritual world.
Learning is never complete. The great creator never stops creating and you, as an aspect of the
great creator, never stop creating. So it is important to look within yourselves and consider how
you limit yourselves by viewing completion as an end product instead of a point, focus point, on
the ever expanding being that you are. We bring this up at this time because your physical world
seems to be, to us at least, setting up systems of organization that are based on closed systems,
closed products. Your technology is based on a very mechanistic end product view. If you program
this, then that will happen. If you advertise this way, so many people will respond. If you invest
this way, you’ll get so much percentage back. This might be all in good for your practical, formlevel living, but let us remind you that your energy is much more organic, lively, fluctuating,
responding more to thoughts and images in the core of your soul.
Remember that you are constantly creating. You all know that aligning a thought with energy can
instantly create what your heart and soul wants to bring forth. There is also the aspect that the
other bodies of your being, including the bodies of your earth being, the etheric, etc. and your
other aspects living in other dimensions, are constantly interacting with this dimension, this body
you are constantly focusing in. You might plan a very structured creative act but one of your selves
at a higher vibration might change the process and surprise your ego.
To live joyfully and peacefully means to surrender to the process of creativity. Yes, it is important
to know how to exist in your world with all its structures and belief systems, but it is equally, and
perhaps more important, to accept living beyond this world, with ever changing creating dynamic
existences.
So if you are feeling frustrated by your limitations in this form existence, taking the time to move
your focus, from earth-bound mechanistic living to spirit energy flow, is the path to peace and
fulfillment. Balancing both success in form world and freedom in spirit world is truly living
dynamically alive.
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